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PARAMETERS AND PATTERNS

Parameters

P(X|θ) = Probability[data|pattern]

C. E. Rasmussen & C. K. I. Williams, Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning, the MIT Press, 2006,
ISBN 026218253X. c� 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. www.GaussianProcess.org/gpml
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Figure 2.5: (a) Data is generated from a GP with hyperparameters (�,σf ,σn) =
(1, 1, 0.1), as shown by the + symbols. Using Gaussian process prediction with these
hyperparameters we obtain a 95% confidence region for the underlying function f
(shown in grey). Panels (b) and (c) again show the 95% confidence region, but this
time for hyperparameter values (0.3, 1.08, 0.00005) and (3.0, 1.16, 0.89) respectively.

The covariance is denoted ky as it is for the noisy targets y rather than for the
underlying function f . Observe that the length-scale �, the signal variance σ2

f

and the noise variance σ2
n can be varied. In general we call the free parametershyperparameters

hyperparameters.11

In chapter 5 we will consider various methods for determining the hyperpa-
rameters from training data. However, in this section our aim is more simply to
explore the effects of varying the hyperparameters on GP prediction. Consider
the data shown by + signs in Figure 2.5(a). This was generated from a GP
with the SE kernel with (�,σf ,σn) = (1, 1, 0.1). The figure also shows the 2
standard-deviation error bars for the predictions obtained using these values of
the hyperparameters, as per eq. (2.24). Notice how the error bars get larger
for input values that are distant from any training points. Indeed if the x-axis

11We refer to the parameters of the covariance function as hyperparameters to emphasize
that they are parameters of a non-parametric model; in accordance with the weight-space
view, section 2.1, the parameters (weights) of the underlying parametric model have been
integrated out.

Inference idea

data = underlying pattern + independent randomness

Bayesian statistics tries to compute the posterior probability P[pattern|data].
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NONPARAMETRIC MODELS

Parametric model
I Number of parameters fixed (or constantly bounded) w.r.t. sample size

Nonparametric model

I Number of parameters grows with sample size

I ∞-dimensional parameter space

Example: Density estimation
20 CHAPTER 2. BAYESIAN DECISION THEORY
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Figure 2.9: Samples drawn from a two-dimensional Gaussian lie in a cloud centered on
the mean µ. The red ellipses show lines of equal probability density of the Gaussian.

being merely !2 times the identity matrix I. Geometrically, this corresponds to the
situation in which the samples fall in equal-size hyperspherical clusters, the cluster
for the ith class being centered about the mean vector µi. The computation of the
determinant and the inverse of !i is particularly easy: |!i| = !2d and !!1

i = (1/!2)I.
Since both |!i| and the (d/2) ln 2" term in Eq. 47 are independent of i, they are
unimportant additive constants that can be ignored. Thus we obtain the simple
discriminant functions

gi(x) = !"x ! µi"2

2!2
+ ln P (#i), (48)

where " · " is the Euclidean norm, that is,Euclidean
norm

"x ! µi"2 = (x ! µi)
t(x ! µi). (49)

If the prior probabilities are not equal, then Eq. 48 shows that the squared distance
"x ! µ"2 must be normalized by the variance !2 and o!set by adding ln P (#i); thus,
if x is equally near two di!erent mean vectors, the optimal decision will favor the a
priori more likely category.

Regardless of whether the prior probabilities are equal or not, it is not actually
necessary to compute distances. Expansion of the quadratic form (x ! µi)

t(x ! µi)
yields

gi(x) = ! 1

2!2
[xtx ! 2µt

ix + µt
iµi] + ln P (#i), (50)

which appears to be a quadratic function of x. However, the quadratic term xtx is
the same for all i, making it an ignorable additive constant. Thus, we obtain the
equivalent linear discriminant functionslinear

discriminant

gi(x) = wt
ix + wi0, (51)

where

Parametric
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Figure 4.3: Examples of two-dimensional circularly symmetric normal Parzen windows
!(x/h) for three di!erent values of h. Note that because the "k(·) are normalized,
di!erent vertical scales must be used to show their structure.

p(x)
p(x) p(x)

Figure 4.4: Three Parzen-window density estimates based on the same set of five
samples, using the window functions in Fig. 4.3. As before, the vertical axes have
been scaled to show the structure of each function.

and

lim
n!"

#2
n(x) = 0. (18)

To prove convergence we must place conditions on the unknown density p(x), on
the window function !(u), and on the window width hn. In general, continuity of
p(·) at x is required, and the conditions imposed by Eqs. 12 & 13 are customarily
invoked. With care, it can be shown that the following additional conditions assure
convergence (Problem 1):

sup
u

!(u) < ! (19)

lim
#u#!"

!(u)

d!

i=1

ui = 0 (20)

Nonparametric
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NONPARAMETRIC BAYESIAN MODEL

Definition

A nonparametric Bayesian model is a Bayesian model on an∞-dimensional
parameter space.

Interpretation
Parameter space T = set of possible patterns, for example:

Problem T
Density estimation Probability distributions

Regression Smooth functions
Clustering Partitions

Solution to Bayesian problem = posterior distribution on patterns

[Sch95]Peter Orbanz 4 / 16



(NONPARAMETRIC) BAYESIAN STATISTICS

Task
I Define prior distribution Q(Θ ∈ . ) and observation model P[X ∈ . |Θ]

I Compute posterior distribution Q[Θ ∈ . |X1 = x1, . . . ,Xn = xn]

Parametric case: Bayes’ theorem

Q[dθ|x1, . . . , xn] =

∏n
j=1 p(xj|θ)

p(x1, . . . , xn)
Q(dθ)

Condition: Q[ . |X = x]� Q for all x.

Nonparametric case

I Bayes’ theorem (often) not applicable.

I Parameter space not locally compact.

I Hence: No density representations.

Peter Orbanz 5 / 16



EXCHANGEABILITY

Can we justify our assumptions?

Recall: data = pattern + noise

In Bayes’ theorem:

Q(dθ|x1, . . . , xn) =

∏n
j=1 p(xj|θ)

p(x1, . . . , xn)
Q(dθ)

de Finetti’s theorem

P(X1 = x1,X2 = x2, . . .) =

∫
M(X )

( ∞∏
j=1

θ(Xj = xj)
)

Q(dθ)

m
X1,X2, . . . exchangeable

where:

I M(X ) is the set of probability measures on X
I θ are values of a random probability measure Θ with distribution Q

[Sch95, Kal05]Peter Orbanz 6 / 16



EXAMPLES



GAUSSIAN PROCESSES

Nonparametric regression
Patterns = continuous functions, say on [a, b]:

θ : [a, b]→ R T = C([a, b],R)

C. E. Rasmussen & C. K. I. Williams, Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning, the MIT Press, 2006,
ISBN 026218253X. c� 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. www.GaussianProcess.org/gpml

2.2 Function-space View 15
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(a), prior (b), posterior

Figure 2.2: Panel (a) shows three functions drawn at random from a GP prior;
the dots indicate values of y actually generated; the two other functions have (less
correctly) been drawn as lines by joining a large number of evaluated points. Panel (b)
shows three random functions drawn from the posterior, i.e. the prior conditioned on
the five noise free observations indicated. In both plots the shaded area represents the
pointwise mean plus and minus two times the standard deviation for each input value
(corresponding to the 95% confidence region), for the prior and posterior respectively.

which informally can be thought of as roughly the distance you have to move in
input space before the function value can change significantly, see section 4.2.1.
For eq. (2.16) the characteristic length-scale is around one unit. By replacing
|xp−xq| by |xp−xq|/� in eq. (2.16) for some positive constant � we could change
the characteristic length-scale of the process. Also, the overall variance of the magnitude

random function can be controlled by a positive pre-factor before the exp in
eq. (2.16). We will discuss more about how such factors affect the predictions
in section 2.3, and say more about how to set such scale parameters in chapter
5.

Prediction with Noise-free Observations

We are usually not primarily interested in drawing random functions from the
prior, but want to incorporate the knowledge that the training data provides
about the function. Initially, we will consider the simple special case where the
observations are noise free, that is we know {(xi, fi)|i = 1, . . . , n}. The joint joint prior

distribution of the training outputs, f , and the test outputs f∗ according to the
prior is �

f
f∗

�
∼ N

�
0,

�
K(X, X) K(X, X∗)
K(X∗, X) K(X∗, X∗)

��
. (2.18)

If there are n training points and n∗ test points then K(X, X∗) denotes the
n × n∗ matrix of the covariances evaluated at all pairs of training and test
points, and similarly for the other entries K(X, X), K(X∗, X∗) and K(X∗, X).
To get the posterior distribution over functions we need to restrict this joint
prior distribution to contain only those functions which agree with the observed
data points. Graphically in Figure 2.2 you may think of generating functions
from the prior, and rejecting the ones that disagree with the observations, al- graphical rejection

a b

Prior and Posterior
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Predictive distribution:

p(y∗|x∗ x y) ∼ N
�
k(x∗ x)�[K + σ2

noiseI]
−1y

k(x∗ x∗) + σ2
noise − k(x∗ x)�[K + σ2

noiseI]
−1k(x∗ x)

�
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a bs

Θ(s)

Hyperparameter
Kernel function; controls smoothness of Θ.

Inference
I On data (sample size n): n× n kernel matrix

I Posterior again Gaussian process

I Posterior computation reduces to matrix computation

[RW06]Peter Orbanz 8 / 16



RANDOM DISCRETE MEASURES

Random discrete probability measure

Θ =

∞∑
i=1

CiδΦi

Application: Mixture models
∫

p(x|φ)dΘ(φ) =

∞∑
i=1

Cip(x|Φi)

Example: Dirichlet Process

I Sample Φ1,Φ2, . . . ∼iid G

I Sample V1,V2, . . . ∼iid Beta(1, α)
and set Ci := Vi

∏i−1
j=1(1− Vj)

Peter Orbanz 9 / 16



MORE EXAMPLES

Applications Pattern Bayesian nonparametric model
Classification & regression Function Gaussian process
Clustering Partition Chinese restaurant process
Density estimation Density Dirichlet process mixture
Hierarchical clustering Hierarchical partition Dirichlet/Pitman-Yor diffusion tree,

Kingman’s coalescent, Nested CRP
Latent variable modelling Features Beta process/Indian buffet process
Survival analysis Hazard Beta process, Neutral-to-the-right process
Power-law behaviour Pitman-Yor process, Stable-beta process
Dictionary learning Dictionary Beta process/Indian buffet process
Dimensionality reduction Manifold Gaussian process latent variable model
Deep learning Features Cascading/nested Indian buffet process
Topic models Atomic distribution Hierarchical Dirichlet process
Time series Infinite HMM
Sequence prediction Conditional probs Sequence memoizer
Reinforcement learning Conditional probs infinite POMDP
Spatial modelling Functions Gaussian process,

dependent Dirichlet process
Relational modelling Infinite relational model, infinite hidden

relational model, Mondrian process
. . . . . . . . .
Peter Orbanz 10 / 16



RESEARCH PROBLEMS



INFERENCE

MCMC
I Models are generative→MCMC natural choice

I Gibbs samplers easy to derive; can sample through hierarchies

I However: For most available samplers, inference probably too slow or wrong

Gaussian process inference

I On data: positive definite matrices (Mercer theorem)

I Inference based on numerical linear algebra

I Naive methods scale cubically with sample size

Approximations

I For latent variable methods: Variational approximations

I For Gaussian processes: Inducing point methods

Peter Orbanz 12 / 16



ASYMPTOTICS

Consistency
A Bayesian model is consistent at P0 if
the posterior converges to δP0 with
growing sample size.

Convergence rate

I Find smallest balls Bεn (θ0) for which

Q(Bεn (θ0)|X1, . . . ,Xn)
n→∞−−−→ 1

I Rate = sequence ε1, ε2, . . .

I Optimal rate is εn ∝ n−1/2 M(X )

Model

P0 = Pθ0

misspecified
P0 outside model:

Example result
Bandwidth adaptation with GPs:

I True parameter θ0 ∈ Cα[0, 1]d, smoothness α unknown

I With gamma prior on GP bandwidth: Convergence rate is n−α/(2α+d)

[Gho10, KvdV06, Sch65, GvdV07, vdVvZ08a, vdVvZ08b]Peter Orbanz 13 / 16



ERGODIC THEORY

de Finetti as Ergodic Decomposition

P S∞-invariant ⇔ P(A) =

∫
M(X )

( ∞∏
j=1

θ
)

(A)Q(dθ) for unique ν ∈ M(M(X ))

P G-invariant ⇔ P(A) =

∫
E

e(A)ν(de) for unique ν ∈ M(E)

where G (nice) group on X and E its set of ergodic measures.

e1e2

e3

P ν1ν2

ν3

Relevance to Statistics
I de Finetti: random infinite sequences

I What if the data is matrix-valued,
network-valued, ...?

I Examples: Partitions (Kingman)
Graphs (Aldous, Hoover)
Markov chains (Diaconis & Freedman)

Peter Orbanz 14 / 16



SUMMARY

Motivation, in hindsight
Bayesian (nonparametric) modeling:

I Identify pattern/explanatory object (function, discrete measure, ...)

I Usually: Applied probability knows a random version of this object

I Use process as prior and develop inference

Technical Tools
I Stochastic processes.

I Exchangeability/ergodic theory.

I Graphical, hierarchical and dependent models.

I Inference: MCMC sampling, optimization methods, numerical linear algebra

Open Challenges
I Novel models and useful applications.

I Better inference and flexible software packages.

I Mathematical statistics for Bayesian nonparametric models.

Peter Orbanz 15 / 16
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